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NEW QUESTION: 1
Two BGP routers, the "local" and "the remote," are connected to a switch. An EBGP session is
established between them. What will happen if an Ethernet interface is disconnected on the
local BGP router? (Select two.)
A. If the routers are using BFD, the remote BGP router will quickly detect forwarding path
failures and remove all IP routes from the routing table.
B. On the local router, all BGP sessions are terminated, and all IP routes from that BGP
neighbor are removed from the routing table. On the remote side, the BGP router wait for the
hold time timer before ending the BGP session.
C. Both BGP routers wait for the hold timer to remove the IP prefixes from the routing table
they have learned from BGP neighbor.
D. Both BGP routers end the BGP sessions and remove the IP prefixes from routing table they
have learned from BGP neighbor.
E. Both BGP routers will retain all routing information until iBGP timers have expired.
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have data on the 75,000 employees of your company. The data contains the properties
shown in the following table.
You need to store the employee data in an Azure Cosmos DB container. Most queries on the
data will filter by the Current Department and the Employee Surname properties.
Which partition key and item ID should you use for the container? To answer, select the
appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer:
Explanation:
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/storageservices/designing-a-scalable-partitioning-s
trategy-for-azure-table-storage

NEW QUESTION: 3
When a business suffers a security breach, there can be serious ramifications. What is one of the
immediate impacts that the business can suffer because of a security breach?
A. loss of customer faith
B. inability to deliver products or services
C. disruption of business operations
D. loss of retail sales
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
两台 MSR 路由器通过广域网连接并通过 RIPv2
动态完成了远端路由学习,此时路由表已经达到稳定状态,那么此刻起在 45
秒之内,两台路由器广域网之间一定会有如下哪些报文传递 ?
A. RIP Request message
B. RIP Hello time message
C. RIP Response message
D. RIP Update message
Answer: C
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